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The quiz night on Saturday 18th May was well
attended with a full house and every seat taken for
this popular event.

The fish and chip supper arrived at 7pm and was
enjoyed by all.

Then came the much anticipated quiz, with
Eric Tripp as quiz master for the evening.

There were many varied questions and the teams were very competitive.  The final results
were very close with just one point between the first and second teams.

1st team - the Highlanders with 71 points
2nd team - Oh Cripes with 70 points
3rd team - Herding Cats with 68 points

Bringing up the rear was team Wonder World who
won 6 lemons and a can of gin & tonic!

A raffle supporting out nominated charity had a
wide range of prizes, including a visit to a local gun
club for a target shooting experience.  Many thanks
indeed to all the members who donated the
amazing prizes.
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Gill Tripp introduced a game of card bingo which was played while the scores were being
finalised.  Two members called ‘Bingo!’ and won a bottle of wine.

The raffle and card bingo raised £206.75 for this year’s charity, Friends of Dolphin.

Finally a big thank you to all that helped, especially at the end with packing up the chairs,
tidying and vacuuming.

From Richard Almond:

“I took this photo on 23rd April when
sailing with Peter Brown in Karenzi,
just off Old Harry.  Peter is hoping to
organise further safaris along the south
coast in search of more wildlife, including
lion, tiger, leopard, and many other
exotic beers!”

On safari …
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In April, some of the parents from Kids’ Club gathered
to work on the club’s dingies and help get them ready
for the coming season.  They did a great job, which will
no doubt be appreciated by all who use the dingies
over the summer.

Dingy maintenance
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Art Group
At April’s Art Group we created some
watercolour landscapes, sharing tips
and ideas to help each other along.

We were busy again In May when our theme was
was ‘animals’ and the group did some great
pictures again!  Why not come along and
have a go!

Best wishes, Anna Harris
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A few liberally trowled coats of Gelcoat foundation, and
blemishes, like the years, fade from view.  With a polish and
final wax topside followed by a couple of coats of anti-foul
below, Aristocat, like an aging Hollywood star, is ready for
its close up.

Meanwhile, for Catnip, the years of weed-free dry lake
sailing offered little preparation for the NHYC brine.
Within a matter of weeks, at the tail end of last season an
alarming spurt of unkempt growth was quickly established
down below.  Fearing a season of far too frequent sub-
water line shaves, Captain EBay was sadly forced to
smother shiny undersides with a coat or two of foliage
discouraging anti-foul paint.

Nameless no longer, with a final polish, Catnip was ready for reassembly.

Back in Parkstone, the replacement trampoline was
ceremoniously unrolled, and the three sections
tentatively eased into their respective slots.
The thicker bolt rope which, hopefully, should prove
harder to extract laterally from the slot under tension
than its predecessor, provided minimal resistance to
the process.

Herding Cats
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And so, the day of reassembly arrived.
Last season, to avoid resorting to the blow torch
(I need little excuse) to aid disassembly of rusted
cans (used to shim and prevent any movement in
the frame), I simply greased the pylons and slotted
the frame on.  This worked a treat when it came to
parting the frame at the end of the season, but I
couldn’t help wondering if the groans, creaks, not
least from the crew, and occasional alarming
clangs out on the water, were at least in part due
to a little play in the frame.  Putting end of season

concerns to the back of my mind, I therefore wrapped some aluminium tape around the
pylons, greased them up, and “persuaded” the frame back together.

Once re-assembled, I laced the trampoline and,
heeding El ex-Presidente’s reminder to fit the
replacement bungs, was “encouraged” to schedule
a launch date.  50mph forecasted winds enforced
postponement of the earliest opportunity to
vacate the Sandbanks boatyard, however, pushing
the launch date back to Sunday 28th April.  This in
itself proved far from ideal.  Inconsiderate rugby
fixture scheduling meant Captain EBay would, at
the time of proposed Catnip launch be hopefully
watching son Jake side-stepping his way to the
try line.

Far worse than that though, a slight kink in Mad Catter’s dolphin spreader, which Cuban
Heels had popped round to the Admirals to straighten out, led to discovery of a far more
serious issue with Mad Catter.  Rather more play in MC’s frame was due not to a lack of rusty
shims, but rather to the oval slots worn through the pylon castings.  A serious repair would
be required, along with an indefinite postponement to her launch date.  All dressed up with
nowhere to go, MC would sadly need to exit the trailer.

This meant that, courtesy of the Admiral’s vacated trailer, Aristocat would be launched on the
Sunday, with Captain EBay then taking the trailer back home (prior to rugby parenting duties)
to launch Catnip during the following week.  The trailer would subsequently be returned to
the Admiral for MC’s future launch …
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On the morning of the launch, Aristocat’s mast
float was re-fitted, along with only one of the
pairs of trapeze wires.  The replacement
eyelets on the repaired set I discovered were,
annoyingly, a fraction too wide to be re-fitted.
Given that we had only used the twin trapeze
on two occasions, and then only really to test
it, coupled with the difficulty in manoeuvring
out on the wire whilst attempting to maintain a
steady helm, the executive decision to fit only
the single set was duly taken.  With the help of
Max, the Admiral, Captain EBay, and some
strategically positioned carpet to cushion the corner of the harbour wall, the launch itself
proved surprisingly straightforward.

Max crucially testing the new trampoline …

A lack of water beneath the clubhouse proved
no obstacle having successfully deployed
the launching trolley …

Aristocat back on the water with two-tone
rudders to follow …
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Before …              After …

Catnip subsequently launched with mast
to follow …

Post launch, with the help of The Admiral and Max,
we managed a relatively drama free mast raise,
and once I’d managed to secure the forestay, to
take Aristocat out to the fore/aft mooring she’d
occupied last season – having sneaked a peak at
the mooring allocations, a little shuffling may well
be required …

Once safely clipped on, I couldn’t help but notice on old friend,
the ring of rusty steel which last season had begun to carve a
maritime crop circle slightly forward of, and potentially
sometimes directly below Aristocat’s mooring resting place.
Over the winter months, the outline had risen further from its
sandy grave to present a somewhat more menacing obstacle.
Unguarded toes, like Gelcoated hulls would not appreciate its
tender kiss.  Captain EBay agreed to return the following
evening at low tide to help dig out what proved to be the
sunken chain weight for the outlying West side tender trot, and
re-sink it.  Returned to its sandy grave, it is hoped not to be
sighted again this season.

Other news
Whilst we await the launch of the Cuban Heels cat fleet, along with the remaining two Darts,
CH has been busily re-charting the navigable channels of Poole harbour courtesy of the
Evolution lifting keel depth plotter.  A flaw in the technique was hi-lighted by a successful
sandbar discovery near the jet-ski zone temporarily modifying the Evolution to a fixed keel
variety.  A few days on a deep water mooring before a trip to Salterns, and some gentle
persuasion, and she once more has reverted to a lifting keel model.
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Commodore’s news
Last year NHYC supported the charity Poole Sailability, a worthy cause
run solely by volunteers and dependant on raised funds.  We have met
with some of the organisers and have arranged for two visits to our club.
The first planned for June will be an informal visit to see if their specially
adapted Hawk 20s can access our club via the jetty and have a rest break.
On July 28th their fleet along with crews and volunteers will return to
enjoy a BBQ buffet lunch laid on by the club.  A cheque for monies raised
by the generous members of our club will be presented to the organisers,
which will hopefully help keep them afloat.  Make a note of the date and
please come along and lend support on the day.  It is hoped that repre-
sentatives of this years adopted charity Friends of Dolphin will also be

able come along on the 28th July to give an insight into the work they do.  Again a Poole
based charity that enables people that are wheelchair users to enjoy the  delights of the
harbour in an adapted twin hulled boat.

We are currently talking to East Dorset Sailing Club about the possibility of a few joint cruiser
and dingy races this season.  Although early days, It is hoped that we may be able to
encourage members of both clubs to join in and it may lead to greater things in
future seasons.  More information will be posted on our website and on our Facebook page.
The race dates for this season have been emailed out and will be posted on the clubs
event calendar.

The adult sailing training is popular again this season, but there are still places for training
available if you are interested.  Contact the club for details.

A new solid, flat, hotplate style BBQ has been ordered to replace the old, grill style one.
This should be a lot easier to keep clean and the cleaning kit will be kept with the unit.
For health and safety reasons it needs to be cleaned after every use to avoid a build up of
deposits that could cause problems.

If you fish and have a boat try and support the fishing section.  We are members of the
Angling Trust and therefore we have a responsibility to be aware and comply with the the
regulations set out by SIFCA.  There is plenty of information and a list of competition dates on
the notice board in the club.

Be safe and have fun.

Andy Page,
Commodore
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Thank you! A BIG thank you to everyone who has sent stories and photos for
this month’s newsletter!

Our members make our newsletter … if you would like to contribute to the club
newsletter, please email your news, stories or photos to me, Anna Harris:
newsletter@nhyc.org.uk

Final word …

Saturday 8th June - BBQ with live music by Just Jeff

Saturday 6th July - Boat Treasure Hunt

Saturday 20th July - Kids’ Club and Chernobyl Children's
Life Line combined Regatta, including water activities
and  Buttons the Clown

Sunday 28th July - Presentation of the cheque to
Sailability, NHYC’S charity 2018/19 and BBQ - 12 noon.

Every Friday is Kids’ Club! 6-8pm

More Information about events will be circulated on by
email and on Facebook.

mailto: newsletter@nhyc.org.uk
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